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ABSTRACT Many RNA molecules exert their biological function only after folding to unique three-dimensional structures. For
long, noncoding RNA molecules, the complexity of finding the native topology can be a major impediment to correct folding to
the biologically active structure. An RNA molecule may fold to a near-native structure but not be able to continue to the correct
structure due to a topological barrier such as crossed strands or incorrectly stacked helices. Achieving the native conformation
thus requires unfolding and refolding, resulting in a long-lived intermediate. We investigate the role of topology in the folding of
two phylogenetically related catalytic group I introns, the Twort and Azoarcus group I ribozymes. The kinetic models describing
the Mg2þ-mediated folding of these ribozymes were previously determined by time-resolved hydroxyl (,OH) radical footprinting.
Two intermediates formed by parallel intermediates were resolved for each RNA. These data and analytical ultracentrifugation
compaction analyses are used herein to constrain coarse-grained models of these folding intermediates as we investigate the
role of nonnative topology in dictating the lifetime of the intermediates. Starting from an ensemble of unfolded conformations, we
folded the RNA molecules by progressively adding native constraints to subdomains of the RNA defined by the ,OH time-
progress curves to simulate folding through the different kinetic pathways. We find that nonnative topologies (arrangement of
helices) occur frequently in the folding simulations despite using only native constraints to drive the reaction, and that the initial
conformation, rather than the folding pathway, is the major determinant of whether the RNA adopts nonnative topology during
folding. From these analyses we conclude that biases in the initial conformation likely determine the relative flux through parallel
RNA folding pathways.
INTRODUCTION
A characteristic common to many, if not most, large RNA
folding reactions is that they proceed via multiple pathways
encompassing highly populated intermediates (1–4). A
contributing factor in the long life of folding intermediates
is the propensity of RNA polymers to adopt conformations
where nonnative tertiary contacts form transiently. The
folding of these conformations stalls, thus slowing the
overall folding to the biologically active conformation
(5–8). It remains difficult to predict how RNAs misfold
and to determine the molecular mechanism by which inter-
mediate misfolding occurs (6,9–11).

RNA folding kinetics is highly dependent on the mole-
cule being studied, the solution conditions of the folding
reaction (e.g., cation type, valency, and concentration), the
presence of exogenous molecules such as protein chaper-
ones and correct secondary-structure annealing (3,12–17).
To better understand the role of primary, secondary, and
tertiary structure in RNA folding, we studied by time-
resolved ,OH radical footprinting the folding of three
phylogenetically related group I ribozymes, Azoarcus,
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Tetrahymena, and Twort (1,5,18–22). These experimental
studies were conducted under one solution condition
(10 mMMgCl2 and 100 mMKCl, at 25�C) so as to facilitate
comparison of the contributions of contact strength and
topology to the folding kinetics. Under experimental con-
ditions similar to those used in this study, these RNA
molecules commence their Mg2þ-mediated folding with
their native secondary structure formed (6,23,24). This
enables the analysis of tertiary contact formation to be
analyzed without the complication of alternative secondary
structures.

This study explores the structures of the intermediates
identified in folding of Azoarcus and Twort ribozymes,
which have the longest and shortest lifetimes, respectively.
We use the crystal structures of the introns (25,26), the
individual nucleotide-resolution solvent-accessible surface
reported by ,OH radical footprinting, and measures of
global compaction to constrain simulations that model the
three-dimensional structures of the folding intermediates.
The models are generated using the coarse-grained and
knowledge-based representation of RNA developed within
the nucleic acid simulation tool (NAST). This new, to our
knowledge, approach allows us to efficiently sample con-
formational space with unprecedented efficiency (27). Our
melding of experimental constraints and simulation illumi-
nates the structures of the folding intermediates and
suggests that the initial conformational ensemble plays
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2013.02.007
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a dominant role in dictating the course of an RNA molecule
through its folding pathway. Our studies also investigate the
effects of contact order formation on the resolution of RNA
misfolds, which has been identified in recent studies as
important (28–30).
MATERIALS AND METHODS

RNA preparation and analytical
ultracentrifugation

The two ribozymes were in vitro transcribed using the Megascript T7

Kit (Ambion, Austin, TX), from two linear DNA templates encoding nucle-

otides 4–204 of the Azoarcus ribozyme (L-3; R. Russell, University of

Texas Austin, 2010, personal communication) and 9–251 of the Twort

ribozyme (25), each of which contained a T7 promoter sequence immedi-

ately upstream of the ribozyme sequence. The transcribed RNA molecules

were purified either by 5% polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis or by the

Megaclear kit (Ambion), ethanol precipitated and dissolved in CE buffer

(10 mM potassium cacodylate and 0.1 mM EDTA, pH 7.3).

Analytical sedimentation-velocity analyseswere conducted in a Beckman

XL-I analytical ultracentrifuge with an An-60 Ti 4 hole rotor using the

absorption optics. RNA stock solutions (10–50 mM) were diluted in CEK

buffer (10 mM potassium cacodylate, 100 mM KCl, and 0.1 mM EDTA,

pH 7.3) to the final RNA concentrations corresponding to A260 of 0.5–0.6

optical density. The RNAs were denatured by heating at 95�C for 2 min

and cooled to 50�C for ~15 min. For the Mg2þ titrations, the appropriate

amount of MgCl2 was added to the RNA solution and incubation at 50�C
was continued for 30 min. The samples were then equilibrated at the folding

temperature (25�C) for 1 h and loaded along with the buffer reference into

the double-sector centrifuge cells. The samples were centrifuged at

35,000 rpm, and 60 scans were collected for each sample. The scans

were analyzed with the software DCDTþ (31). SEDNTERP was used to

estimate the density and viscosity of the buffer. The partial specific volume

(v) and the hydration of the RNA molecule were assumed to be 0.53 cm3/g

and 0.59, respectively.
Kinetic modeling

The time-resolved hydroxyl radical footprinting data were modeled kineti-

cally using Kinfold (13,14,32) as described in Mitra et al. (1). Briefly,

k-means clustering was used to assign individual regions of protection

(generally three to four consecutive nucleotides) to slow, medium, and

fast (Fig. 1, blue, red, and green, respectively) progress curves. The cluster

centroids, as determined by a Café Pick Me Up distance metric were used

for kinetic model fitting using the previously described model enumeration

approach (32). The best-fitting kinetic model, as determined by the distance

metric to the cluster centroid data are reported in Fig. 1.
Simulation details

We used the coarse-grained knowledge-based RNA structure-modeling tool

NAST (http://www.simtk.org/home/nast) as a platform for the proposed

study. Each nucleotide is represented as a point centered at the C30 atom.

This representation significantly simplifies the computational complexity

by reducing the number of possible interactions to be considered. Four

types of interaction were considered in the energy function (27): 1), bonded
FIGURE 1 ,OH radical data and resulting

kinetic folding models for the Twort (A and B)

and Azoarcus (C and D) group I introns studied

in this manuscript. (A and C) Clustering of the

time-resolved ,OH footprinting data collected

upon addition of 10 mM MgCl2 at 37�C for the

Twort and Azoarcus group I introns, respectively.

The KinFold kinetic model fits to the data are

plotted as solid lines through the clusters, and the

colored insets illustrate the association of the

domains in the molecule with the time-resolved

data. (B and D) Kinetic models, determined by

fitting the KinFold data in A and C (13,14,32),

describing the folding reactions of the Twort and

Azoarcus group I introns. Three-dimensional

models for the unfolded (U) and intermediate (I)

structures determined in this manuscript using the

nucleic acid simulation tool (NAST) decorate

the kinetic models. The process and analysis of

the results of ensemble modeling of these RNA

folding intermediates are described in the text.
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interactions (distances, angles, and dihedrals between C30 atoms of two,

three, and four sequential nucleotides, respectively), which are derived

from the geometries in RNA crystal structures; 2), repulsive nonbonded

interactions; 3), ideal helical geometry constraints; and 4), long-range inter-

action between nucleotides participating in tertiary contacts (only used

when folding RNAs). All the simulations were performed with a time

step of 0.005 ps and at a temperature of 300 K. We randomly selected

100 misfolded structures for both Azoarcus and Twort introns. We per-

formed 30,000 steps of NAST molecular dynamics to equilibrate these

systems with secondary structures by releasing the tertiary interactions.

Then 20,000 steps of molecular dynamics were performed to fold these

equilibrated structures directly with tertiary interactions turned on. Global

distance test, total score (GDT_TS), and root-mean-squared distance

(RMSD) were calculated for the final structures to determine whether this

process was able to resolve the misfold.
C

D
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Computational generation of the unfolded
ensemble

Our method for generating unfolded conformations constrains only the

secondary structure to form native basepairs and includes no tertiary-

structure contraints. The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2 and involves first

selecting a random residue in the primary sequence as the starting point.

Two additional residues are iteratively added on each end of the strand at

random positions 5.78 Å away from the first residue.We perform 1000 steps

of NAST molecular dynamics to equilibrate the system in all cases. This

process is repeated until all the residues have been added to the system.

We repeated this procedure to generate 1000 starting conformations for

both Twort and Azoarcus introns. In general, the mean of the radius of

gyration (Rg) of these structures matches the experimentally determined

radius of hydration (Rh). For the Twort intron, we did use a weak electro-

static repulsive force to increase our sampling of more extended structures

to obtain an ensemble that precisely matches the experimental data.
P5

P4

P6
P8P3

FIGURE 2 Flow chart illustrating the procedure for generating one

(of 1000) unfolded conformation of the Azoarcus intron. RNA chain gener-

ation starts from one randomly selected nucleotide (in this case C131) and

proceeds through a series of successive steps in which we add pairs of

nucleotides to the 50 and 30 ends of the chain. Secondary structure is

imposed using constraints previously described in Jonikas et al. (27). (A)

Nucleotides G126–A136. (B) Nucleotides G102–G160, with P8 now fully
Structural analysis of the unfolded ensemble

For both Twort and Azoarcus, we calculated the Rg by computing the mean

pairwise distance between all atoms and averaging over the ensemble.

Structural diversity was evaluated using the pairwise correlation values of

the GDT_TS and RMSD for the ensemble. GDT_TS and RMSD are two

scoring methods used to evaluate the similarity between two structures.

GDT_TS measures the fraction of residues that are within distances of 1,

2, 4, and 8 Å from the residue positions in the target structure. RMSD calcu-

lates the residue-position distance of a structure from the target structure. A

higher value of GDT_TS (in the range 0–1) and lower values of RMSD

suggest well-matched structures, as previously reported (27). A cutoff of

5 Å for RMSD values was used to determine whether a final structure (F)

successfully folded. This is based on an analysis of the Azoarcus I2 inter-

mediate RMSD, where all intermediates leading to misfolded RNA had

an RMSD greater than 5 Å (Fig. S5 D in the Supporting Material).
formed. (C) Nucleotides G80–A182, with P6, P6a, P7, and P8 fully formed.

(D) Final unfolded conformation with all the residues (total 195) added

and the secondary structure fully formed. In this case, no native tertiary

contacts are formed. We use an ensemble of unfolded conformations like

these as a starting point for our folding simulations.
Folding simulations and intermediate modeling

The tertiary interactions between nucleotides were modeled using a spring

potential, which is represented by a harmonic function. For each starting

unfolded RNA structure, the folding was carried along different pathways:

1. Direct folding, where the tertiary interactions are turned on for all three

domains simultaneously.

2. Folding through an intermediate structure, where the tertiary interactions

are turned on successively to fold through different intermediates.

As shown in the kinetic models determined from experiments (Fig. 1,

C and D), the Twort or Azoarcus introns each have two intermediates. To
Biophysical Journal 104(6) 1326–1337
fold through I1, the green domain of the unfolded structure was constrained

to native, and then all the three domains of the intermediate structure I1

were constrained to native to get the final folded structure. Likewise, to

fold through I2, the red domain (for Twort, red-green domain for Azoarcus)

was constrained to native and then all the three domains were constrained to

native to get the final folded structure. Therefore, for both Twort and

Azoarcus, we designed three folding pathways: fold through I1, fold
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through I2, and fold directly. For each starting RNA structure, 20,000 steps

of molecular dynamics simulations were performed to fold the structure

through all three pathways, and one final folded structure is obtained for

each folding pathway.

The folding simulations are driven by the application of native pairwise

constraints on all coarse atoms of the molecule. The molecule is considered

to fold successfully if its final conformation has an RMSD of 5 Å or less and

a GDT_TS>0.6 at the conclusion of the simulation, typically 20,000 steps.

The native constraints applied to facilitate folding result in the native state

in only 44% of the simulations for Twort (Fig. S2 A) and 59% of the simu-

lations for Azoarcus (Fig. S2 B). We performed further structural analysis

on the misfolded intermediates to understand the specific interactions that

prevented them from folding to native.
Intermediate structural analysis

As discussed previously, the intermediate structures are obtained

through folding specific domains sequentially. To explore the confor-

mational differences between intermediates that lead to successful or

misfolded final structures in the folding pathway, for both Twort and

Azoarcus introns, we identified these two types of intermediates by exam-

ining the GDT_TS and RMSD scores of the final folded structure relative

to the crystal structure (>0.6 GDT_TS and <5 Å RMSD, folded, other-

wise misfolded). We then overlaid these intermediates with the crystal

structure by aligning the constrained regions of the RNA and calculated

the average residue distance between intermediates and crystal structures.

We then calculated the difference between the distances for folded and

misfolded structures and performed a z-score analysis for every residue

by normalizing the difference over variance for folded and misfolded

structures.
RESULTS

Hydroxyl radical time-progress curves define
kinetic folding models

Quantitative time-resolved hydroxyl radical (,OH) foot-
printing was used previously to experimentally resolve the
kinetic models that describe the Mg2þ-mediated folding of
the Twort and Azoarcus group I ribozyme folding reactions
and identify the tertiary contacts present in the folding inter-
mediates (Fig. 1) (1). This study extends that work by
exploring the structures of the intermediate species resolved
in the kinetic models (25,26). The folding experiments are
briefly summarized here; details are provided in the previ-
ously published work (1). Time-progress curves were
acquired in a quenched-flow mixer by initiating ribozyme
folding with the addition of MgCl2 to a concentration of
10 mM in a solution of 10 mM potassium cacodylate,
0.1 mM EDTA, and 100 mM KCl, pH 7.3, at 37�C. Folding
progress was measured at time points ranging from a few
milliseconds to several minutes. Both ribozymes are fully
active under this experimental condition (1). The presence
of 100 mM Kþ engenders a relaxed initial-state ensemble
in which the repulsive Coulombic forces between the nega-
tively charged backbones of the RNA helices are screened,
resulting in greater conformational flexibility (9,33,34). As
reviewed in the Discussion, the presence of a significant
concentration of monovalent cations profoundly influences
these in vitro folding reactions.
The time-progress curves report the changes in solvent
accessibility (referred to as protections) over the course of
the folding reaction for individuals or groups of nucleotides
in the RNA. The majority of the protections that were
analyzed report the formation of discrete tertiary contacts
identified in the structures of the native RNA. The resolved
time-progress curves are clustered to simplify the kinetic
modeling and correlate the folding rates to regions of the
RNA molecules in a model-independent fashion (32). Three
clusters of time-progress curves, designated fast (green),
medium (red), and slow (blue), were resolved for both the
Azoarcus and Twort ribozymes (Fig. 1, A and C). Kinetic
modeling of the clusters using KinFold (13,14,24,32)
yielded a common two-intermediate kinetic-model configu-
ration, albeit with distinct kinetic rates for each ribozyme
(Fig. 1, B and D).

Our comparative analysis of the structures of the interme-
diates of the Azoarcus and Twort ribozymes is prompted by
three aspects of their folding mechanisms. First, the life-
times of the Twort intermediates are short relative to those
of Azoarcus intermediates. Second, the two ribozymes
show inverted orders of formation of peripheral and core
tertiary contacts. For Azoarcus, the peripheral and internal
tertiary contacts are associated with the medium (red) and
slow (blue) clusters, respectively (Fig. 1, A and C, insets).
In Twort, the peripheral and internal tertiary contacts are
associated with the slow (blue) and medium (red) clusters,
respectively (1). Third, affiliations of the progress-curve
clusters with the folding intermediates were observed to
be different for the two ribozymes (Fig. 1, B and D) (1).
For Twort, the cluster assignments are orthogonal; only
the green cluster is protected in I1 and only the red cluster
is protected in I2 (Fig. 1 B). For Azoarcus, the green cluster
is again associated with the I1 intermediate, whereas I2 is
associated with both the green and red clusters (Fig. 1 D).
Our goal is to provide structural correlates to these kinetic
characteristics.
Sampling the unfolded ensemble

The focus of this study is the structural nature of the folding
intermediates identified in the structural-kinetic models
(Fig. 1). Our approach is to use the local changes in solvent
accessibility reported by the ,OH protections as constraints
for coarse-grained modeling (27). In the first step of our
analysis, we developed a strategy to generate diverse RNA
conformations that model the unfolded ensemble that is
the starting point for folding simulations. Fig. 2 illustrates
this strategy for the Azoarcus ribozyme; the same strategy
was used for the Twort RNA. To construct the initial
ensemble, we randomly choose a nucleotide in the RNA
and successively add pairs of nucleotides, one to each end
of the chain. In Fig. 2 A, we have added five pairs of nucle-
otides (G126–A136) around nucleotide C131. As more pairs
are added we constrain the secondary structure of the helical
Biophysical Journal 104(6) 1326–1337
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regions to that of the native molecule. Fig. 2 B shows
the formation of P8 after the addition of 20 bp. Minimi-
zation and equilibration steps are iteratively performed
at each step to relax the structure. This process is re-
peated until an unfolded conformation is generated
(Fig. 2, C and D).

Our strategy for generating the unfolded ensemble makes
several assumptions. First, we assume that the RNA in the
unfolded ensemble has native secondary structure before
the formation of tertiary contacts (27); this assumption
has been experimentally confirmed by chemical probing
(6,23,24). We also constrain the ensemble to a mean radius
of gyration (Rg), as measured by the average pairwise
distance between all beads in our coarse-grained RNA
model. Rg is experimentally constrained from analytical
sedimentation-velocity analysis (31, 35–37) as measured at
the initial condition of the kinetics folding experiments
by the measured radius of hydration (Rh ¼ 44.8 and
39.7 Å for the Twort and Azoarcus ribozymes, respectively;
Table S1).

The histogram of Rg values for the 1000 Twort and
Azoarcus ribozyme conformations that were generated
reveals that the ensemble of unfolded RNA conformations
agree with experimentally measured Rh values (Fig. 3, A
and B, and Table S1). Nine representative unfolded confor-
mations of different sizes (compact, mean, and extended)
are shown in Fig. 3, C and D, to assist in the visualization
of the unfolded ensemble. We measured a mean intercon-
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formation root-mean-square distance (RMSD) of >40 Å
and an average global distance test (GDT_TS) below 0.1
for both the Twort and Azoarcus unfolded conformational
ensembles (Fig. S1). A majority of the structures are
different by at least 20 Å RMSD, demonstrating that our
conformational sampling efficiently generates a diverse
population of conformations (Fig. S1, E and F).

As an additional test of whether highly divergent struc-
tures are present in our ensemble, we generated an equiva-
lent set of random-coil structures for the Azoarcus group I
intron, i.e., the secondary structure was not constrained to
native; this protocol yielded highly diverse structures
(Fig. S7). We observe that when no constraints are used,
the most divergent structures in terms of RMSD also have
the largest Rg. RMSD and Rg values are highly correlated
in this random-coil ensemble (Fig. S7 A). Our unfolded
ensemble has structural diversity comparable to that of
this random coil (Fig. S7 B), suggesting that although the
ensemble of secondary-structure-constrained unfolded start-
ing conformations is less diverse than a purely random-coil
simulation, the initial ensemble is nonetheless composed of
highly divergent structures.
Simulating folding along the kinetic pathways
to model the intermediate structures

The NAST knowledge-based potential does not itself model
specific tertiary contacts (27). Therefore, to drive the folding
50 55 60 

 

FIGURE 3 (A and B) Rg distribution of the

unfolded conformation for the Twort and Azoarcus

group I introns for 1000 conformations generated

using NAST, a coarse-grained knowledge-based

RNA structural modeling software (27). To generate

these conformations, we applied constraints that

impose a correct secondary structure to the model

but do not otherwise define it. Experimental data

(from analytical ultracentrifugation measurements)

are also included in both figures for comparison.

(C and D) Representative conformations illustrated

for three different sizes of the Twort and Azoarcus

group I introns.
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reaction, we applied native constraints to the individual
domains, identified by the ,OH radical time-progress curve
clustering (Fig. 1, red, green, and blue). We implemented
these constraints as a network of weak harmonic springs
between all the nucleotides in a given domain to drive
the simulation toward nativelike conformations. These
springs are 20-fold weaker than those used to constrain
the secondary structure to A-form helix conformation and
A Unfolded

constrain 
all domains 
simultaneously

constrain red domain
Iconstra

in gree
n domain

constrain green, red 
and blue domains

I1-Green

constrain gree
and blue doma

native structure

B Unfolded

constrain
all domains
simultaneously

constrain red domain I2-Rconstra
in gree

n domain

constrain green, red 
and blue domains

I1-Green

constrain green, red 
and blue domains

F, misfolded F, misfF, misfolded
thus broadly mimic the relative strengths of these two
classes of interactions.

Fig. 4 A illustrates this process schematically for one of
the 1000 unfolded conformations of the Twort ribozyme.
For example, to model folding through the I2 intermediate,
we first applied constraints to the red domain, equilibrated
the RNA with molecular dynamics, and then applied addi-
tional native constraints to the blue and green domains.
2-Red

n, red 
ins

ed

olded

FIGURE 4 Examples of folding simulations

starting from unfolded Twort that probe the intron’s

three major folding pathways. The intron is folded

by successively applying native constraints to

each domain (Fig. 1, red, green, and blue) and

equilibrating the structures using coarse-grained

molecular dynamics. (A) Folding through all three

pathways leads to the native structure. (B) Folding

through all three pathways leads to misfolded struc-

tures. The native structure is represented in gray to

better visualize the misfolded state.
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This procedure results in a correctly folded RNA
(RMSD <5 Å and GDT_TS >0.6). Applying the same
procedure to an alternative initial conformation of the same
RNA (Fig. 4 B) yields a misfolded RNA (RMSD >5 Å
and GDT_TS <0.6). The three pathways tested for the
initial conformation illustrated in Fig. 4 A yield a correctly
folded RNA. In contrast, the three pathways tested for
the initial conformation illustrated in Fig. 4 B all lead to
misfolded RNA.

We performed 3000 such folding simulations for each
ribozyme (three pathways for each of the 1000 unfolded
conformations) and determined the fraction of pathways
that lead to correctly versus misfolded final states
(Fig. S2). A correctly folded structure is defined as having
an RMSD of <5 Å and a GDT_TS of >0.6 relative to the
native conformation. A majority of initial conformations
(83% for Twort and 73% for Azoarcus) fold or misfold
independently of the pathway chosen (as illustrated in
Fig. 4). These results reveal that the initial conformation
significantly predetermines folding outcome. For a few
unfolded starting conformations (17% and 27% for Twort
and Azoarcus, respectively (Fig. S2)), the pathway chosen
does influence folding outcome. An example of such a
conformation is illustrated in Fig. S6, where folding through
I1 yields a misfolded conformation, whereas folding
through I2 or directly results in a properly folded structure.

We further characterized the 1000 unfolded confor-
mations to better understand the structural features in the
unfolded state that predispose the RNA to misfold. The
size distributions of the unfolded conformations that either
fold or misfold are the same within error, showing that
whether the unfolded molecule is extended or compact
does not affect folding outcome (Fig. S3, A and B). What
differs between conformations that fold and misfold is their
RMSDs relative to the crystal structure of the ribozyme
(Fig. S3, C and D). Thus, size alone does not matter; it is
the similarity of an unfolded conformation to the native
structure that predisposes it to fold correctly.
Intermediate structures and their effect
on topology

We explored the properties of the ensembles of the folding
intermediates to understand the structural differences that
lead to folded or misfolded RNA. As was the case for the
unfolded ensembles, there is no difference in global size
distribution between intermediates that correctly fold and
those that misfolded. However, the RMSDs of correctly
folding intermediates are smaller than RMSDs of mis-
folding intermediates (Figs. S4 and S5); formation of an
intermediate structure closer to the native structure (lower
RMSD) clearly increases the probability of successful
folding. We also performed refolding simulations of mis-
folded intermediates to determine if the misfold could be
easily resolved by allowing the conformation to equilibrate
Biophysical Journal 104(6) 1326–1337
before reapplying the native folding potential. Interestingly,
only 15 of 100 misfolded Azoarcus and 17 of 100 mis-
folded Twort intermediate conformations resolved to native
folding. This result shows that the effect of the initial
conformation is not easily decoupled from the folding
pathway.

The conformational diversity of the RNA-folding-
intermediate structural models is illustrated in the overlay
of 50 representative structures of the Twort and Azoarcus
I1 and I2 intermediates (Fig. 5). Except for the Azoarcus I2
intermediate, there is no difference in the structures of the
ensembles that yield folded and misfolded RNA (Fig. 5, F
andH). The conformations that result in misfolded Azoarcus
I2 intermediate have a higher mean RMSD than those that
fold when overlaid to the native crystal structure (Fig. 5, F
and H). This result suggests that the Azoarcus ribozyme
must adopt a specific conformation to allow correct forma-
tion of the catalytic core when folding through I2. The
Azoarcus I2 intermediate is unique, because it is highly
structured; only a specific conformation of Azoarcus I2
always misfolds. For the three other intermediates a variety
of conformations can lead to misfolding. Therefore, the
adoption of alternative three-dimensional topologies during
the folding reaction is a common feature of all RNA.
Helix orientation as an indicator of alternative
topology

To determine whether one or more helices are differently
oriented in intermediates that either fold or misfold, we
computed the average RMSD of individual helices within
the intermediate models relative to the native (crystal) struc-
ture. We compared the differences in the means using a
z-score (Table 1). The z-score comparison of the individual
helices reveals two types of intermediate. The first type
(Twort I1 and I2 and Azoarcus I1) has low z-scores (<0.6)
for all of the helices. In the second type, Azoarcus I2, the
majority of z-scores are >0.6. For P6, P6a, and P7 in
Azoarcus I2, the z-scores are >1.0, indicating a significant
difference in the orientation of the helices for intermediates
that lead to folded and misfolded RNA. It is noteworthy that
the Azoarcus I2 intermediate has the longest lifetime under
our folding conditions (1). These results suggest that of the
intermediates, only Azoarcus I2 adopts a systematically
nonnative three-dimensional topology due to the incorrect
orientation of the P6, P6a, and P7 helices.
DISCUSSION

Determining the number and nature of folding intermediates
is essential to understanding the mechanism of a folding
reaction that is more complex than two-state. Since the
folding of large RNA molecules more often than not follows
multiple pathways through multiple intermediates, knowl-
edge of the structures of the intermediates is a prerequisite



A Twort, I1-Green to native

C Twort, I1-Green to misfold

E Twort, I2-Red to native

G Twort, I2-Red to misfold

B Azoarcus, I1-Green to native

D  Azoarcus, I1-Green to misfold

F Azoarcus, I2-Green&Red to native

H Azoarcus, I2-Green&Red to misfold

FIGURE 5 Overlay of 50 representative struc-

tural models for intermediate conformations of the

Twort (left column) and Azoarcus (right column)

group I introns that lead to either folded or mis-

folded structures when all native constraints are

applied. Coloring of the domains is identical to the

scheme in Fig. 1. (A) Twort, I1-green leading to

native structure. (B) Azoarcus, I1-green leading to

native structure. (C) Twort, I1-green leading to mis-

folded structure. (D) Azoarcus, I1-green leading to

misfolded structure. (E) Twort, I2-red leading to

native structure. (F) Azoarcus, I1-green and red

leading to native structure. (G) Twort, I2-red leading

to misfolded structure. (H) Azoarcus, I1-green and

red leading to misfolded structure.
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for completely describing an RNA folding mechanism.
Structural-kinetic modeling of the time-progress curves ob-
tained from time-resolved ,OH footprinting analysis
provides experimental insight into the number of folding
intermediates and their interconnectivity, lifetimes, and
structures (1). We leveraged the local changes in the
solvent-accessible surface of the phosphodiester backbone
captured in the time-progress curves to model the interme-
diates of two RNA folding reactions. Our study of folding
intermediate structures reveals the primacy of the initial
conformation and the secondary nature of intermediate
topology in determining the overall time course of a folding
reaction.

The intermediate structures resolved from our study
provide significant insight into mechanisms of RNA mis-
folding (Fig. 5). We conclude from our statistical analysis
of relative helix orientations that RNAs readily adopt alter-
native conformations and that alternative three-dimensional
topology is a common event in the folding reactions of the
Twort and Azoarcus ribozymes; helices can and do become
tangled given certain initial conformations (Table 1). In the
cases of Twort I1 and I2 and Azoarcus I1, this process is
not necessarily helix-specific (the z-scores in Table 1 are
not significant). Therefore, RNA molecules with stable
secondary structure will have a tendency to adopt nonnative
conformations regardless of the detailed arrangement of
their secondary structure. It is only in specific cases, usually
when a strong tertiary contact is formed, that specific inter-
mediate structures misfold in a well-defined manner. This is
the case for Azoarcus I2, where the P6, P6a, and P7 helices
are incorrectly positioned in the intermediate relative to the
native structure (Fig. 5 H).

It has been theorized that similar misfolding occurs in the
Tetrahymena ribozyme (6). The folding energy landscape
for RNA (and in some cases proteins) is often described
as rugged, which suggests that the initial conformation
will play an important role in determining folding outcome
(37–43). In addition, our structural modeling data support
the hypothesis that alternative three-dimensional topo-
logical organization leads to long-lived misfolded interme-
diates in multiple group I introns (23). Our simulations are
therefore consistent with a rugged energy landscape for
Biophysical Journal 104(6) 1326–1337



TABLE 1 z-Score and residue-distance difference between folded and misfolded intermediates for Twort and Azoarcus

Domain name

Twort Azoarcus

I1-Green I2-Red I1-Green I2-Red/Green

P2 0.03 (0.01 Å) 0.55 (�15.11 Å) 0.06 (�0.09 Å) 0.63 (�3.46 Å)

P3 0.10 (�0.44 Å) 0.21 (�3.33 Å) 0.09 (�0.88 Å) 0.97 (�7.90 Å)

P4 0.11 (�0.71 Å) 0.36 (�5.93 Å) 0.09 (�4.74 Å) 0.78 (�7.10 Å)

P5 0.12 (2.24 Å) 0.20 (�5.50 Å) 0.11 (3.93 Å) 0.99 (�4.13 Å)

P5a 0.16 (4.31 Å) 0.32 (�11.28 Å)

P6 0.22 (�3.41 Å) 0.07 (�0.20 Å) 0.44 (�6.95 Å) 1.12 (�9.22 Å)

P6a 0.23 (�5.67 Å) 0.21 (�1.32 Å) 0.45 (�10.68 Å) 1.30 (�10.79 Å)

P7 0.07 (0.37 Å) 0.29 (�1.87 Å) 0.03 (�0.46 Å) 1.27 (�7.17 Å)

P7.1 0.04 (�0.54 Å) 0.11 (0.12 Å)

P7.2 0.13 (�0.23 Å) 0.14 (�1.89 Å)

P8 0.09 (�0.45 Å) 0.36 (�9.18 Å) 0.08 (�0.26 Å) 0.55 (�3.53 Å)

P9.0 0.12 (�1.25 Å) 0.37 (�3.96 Å) 0.07 (�1.26 Å) 0.85 (�7.94 Å)

P9 0.17 (2.54 Å) 0.38 (�7.40 Å) 0.02 (0.48 Å) 0.66 (�2.35 Å)

P9.1 0.18 (4.23 Å) 0.54 (�14.23 Å)
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RNA folding, but they provide more details regarding the
specific molecular interactions that result in misfolding.
Furthermore, a conclusion drawn from the experimental
time-resolved ,OH folding experiments is that the order in
which the peripheral and core tertiary contacts form is
inverted for the folding of the Twort and Azoarcus ribo-
zymes under these experimental questions (1). Although
this observation is extensively discussed elsewhere (1), it
should be noted that the most structurally uniform interme-
diate, that of Azoarcus I2, occurs in a molecule where
the peripheral contacts form before the core in a way that
is similar to that observed in the analogously folding
Tetrahymena group I intron (6,13,14,35,44,45).

An assumption made in our structural modeling is that
each ,OH radical protection reports the formation of a native
tertiary contact. However, we observe in our folding simula-
tions misfolded structures despite the application of weak
native constraints that reflect the experimental constraints
(Fig. 4 B, where nonnative contacts are clearly present).
We purposely chose to impose weak native constraints to
allow the formation of nonnative contacts. Our results
illustrate the extent to which RNA is susceptible to mis-
folding and that imposition of weak native constraints in
a folding simulation does not exclude formation of nonna-
tive contacts. This approach is an improvement over our
previous interpretation of the structural information inherent
to ,OH time-progress curves, which simply mapped the
,OH protections to the native structure (13).

Flux analyses of the experimentally derived kinetic
models (Fig. 1, B and D) predict that only a small fraction
of the molecules follow the direct U/F pathway, 10%
and 3% for Twort and Azoarcus, respectively (1). The flux
calculated from our simulations that passes through the
direct pathway shows how the simulations systematically
overestimate this pathway (Fig. S2, A and B; 44% and
59% for Twort and Azoarcus, respectively). This discrep-
ancy is likely the result of our use of purely native
constraints in folding simulations. By definition, the imposi-
Biophysical Journal 104(6) 1326–1337
tion of native constraints will favor folding to the native
structure. However, nearly half of the starting conformations
for both RNAs lead to at least one misfolded intermediate
despite this assumption. This result is unsurprising, since
it is well established that nonnative interactions form during
RNA folding reactions (6,11,41,47). Although we could
have used nonnative constraints in our simulations to
increase the flux to misfolded intermediates, we are specif-
ically interested in the RNA polymer’s intrinsic propensity
to misfold. Our use of the simpler, and thus more tractable,
folding model yields the sought insight into misfolding,
with the collateral consequence of not completely capturing
the experimentally observed folding behavior. Having
established the intrinsic propensity of these RNA molecules
to misfold, it would be worthwhile in future studies to more
fully model folding by imposing both native and nonnative
constraints.

Our results are in agreement with those of single-
molecule studies of the P4–P6 domain of the Tetrahymena
ribozyme (41) that show the importance of the initial
conformation in determining RNA folding dynamics. These
experiments revealed that identical single molecules have
very different and discrete kinetic behaviors. The discrete
classes of molecules rarely interchanged, indicating that
their behavior is dictated by the initial conformation before
the addition of MgCl2. This observation is consistent with
our simulation results, as is the observation that neither
the pathway taken nor the relaxation of tertiary constraints
easily resolve three of the four misfolded intermediates
that we studied. In addition, we observe structural cor-
relations within our sampling of the unfolded ensemble,
suggesting that secondary-structure constraints also impose
at least a minimal level of tertiary structure (Fig. S1).

Published Azoarcus folding studies carried out from a
low-salt initial condition (48,49) yield folding rates much
faster than those measured starting at the higher salt con-
centration of 100 mM KCl used in our experiment (1).
That the initial folding condition significantly impacts the
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kinetics native structure formation was also observed for the
Tetrahymena group I ribozyme, although in this case, Mg2þ-
mediated folding is slower when initiated from the low-salt
initial condition (50). Our conclusion that the majority of
conformations predispose the RNA to either fold or misfold,
regardless of which pathway is chosen, is consistent with the
importance of the initial conditions in determining folding
rate and flux through the different pathways (14). By select-
ing initial conditions that favor folding over misfolding,
RNAs can be predisposed to fold faster. For Azoarcus at
the low salt initial condition, the highly extended conforma-
tions are presumably less likely to allow early formation
of the strong tetraloop-tetraloop receptor interactions that
favor misfolds in our I2 structural model (Fig. 5 H).
Although we do not model ionic conditions in our simula-
tions, which significantly affects folding flux, as discussed
above (12,51–54), our simulations suggest that ionic condi-
tions likely influence the relative abundance of specific
conformations in the initial ensemble (34,49,55).

Time-resolved small-angle x-ray scattering studies of
group I intron folding clearly show a rapid collapse upon
addition of a divalent cation that is analogous in scope to
our addition of native constraints (54,56,57). To test this
conjecture, we performed additional reequilibration simula-
tions on the 83 Azoarcus conformations that did not resolve
to native in the first step; this procedure further resolved
seven misfolded structures. When we doubled the equilibra-
tion time, we were able to refold an additional nine struc-
tures. This result suggests that successive reequilibration
steps would eventually resolve a majority of RNA mole-
cules in the simulations. The fact that reequilibrating
misfolded intermediates for a short time only resolves
a moderate percentage of the conformations further illus-
trates the importance of the starting conformation in deter-
mining folding outcome.

The disagreement between the flux through simulated
folding pathways reported in Fig. S2 and that determined
experimentally through analysis of the kinetic parameters
of the folding models (Fig. 1, B andD) is large. Factors other
than three-dimensional topology may account for the
discrepancy between the calculated and experimentally
determined flux. One major assumption of our structural
modeling is uniform secondary structure of the starting
ensemble, which is supported by chemical probing data of
both ribozymes in the absence of MgCl2, although under
slightly different monovalent conditions for the Azoarcus
ribozyme (24,48,49). RNA molecules with nonnative
secondary structures will likely fold slowly through popu-
lated intermediates given the significant barrier associated
with changing secondary structure in an RNA (6,7,58).
A recent study showing that the P3/P7 pseudoknot in
the Azoarcus ribozyme readily misfolds highlights that
secondary structure plays a central role in folding outcome
(59). In addition, chemical probing experiments cannot
entirely rule out the presence of a small fraction of nonna-
tive secondary structures that would contribute to the
discrepancy between our flux simulations and the experi-
mental measurements (24). As such, the discrepancies we
observe between experimental and simulated flux may
also be due to small subpopulations of RNAs adopting alter-
native secondary structures. Although these types of differ-
ences could be incorporated in our models and would likely
result in misfolded intermediates (as per the structural defi-
nition used in this manuscript), one limiting factor is that
there is no experimental evidence for the precise basepairs
of these alternative secondary structures. As such, including
them in this type of study would require assumptions even
beyond the ones we made here.

In conclusion, we have effectively leveraged in our study
recent developments in both kinetic and structural modeling
to address the role of topology in RNA folding. We interro-
gated the first step of two folding reactions and found that
the initial conformation is the dominant determinant
of whether RNAwill misfold. Our conclusions are in agree-
ment with those drawn from recent small angle x-ray
scattering experiments (60). A folding intermediate will
ultimately resolve a misfolded state by unfolding to a state
that is predisposed to correct folding. However, this process
takes time, which rationalizes the long life of misfolded
RNA intermediates. Our work also reveals a very large
difference in dynamic behavior for two otherwise structur-
ally and phylogenetically similar RNA molecules. From
an evolutionary perspective, RNA’s dynamic diversity
makes it an ideal molecule to effectively sample phenotypic
space with limited genotypic variation. This characteristic is
likely a major contributor to RNA’s fulfillment of its diverse
biological roles in the cell.
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